




The Invoice Manager invoicing software is available online 24/7 and can be accessed from all around 
the world while meeting all invoicing needs. Invoice Manager automatically generates invoices and 
simultaneously sends them to one or more email addresses. It generates repetitive invoices and strong sales 
reports on money influxes and invoiced sums, providing numerous invoice and receipt templates, as well as 
the possibility of invoicing in different currencies at rates retrieved from the National Bank of Romania (NBR). 
A single user of Invoice Manager can handle multiple companies. Invoice Manager is, therefore, the viable 
solution proposed by Wecode to solve all your problems owed to faulty invoicing management.
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Wecode has actively contributed to BMW Automobile Bavaria’s rebranding process by creating the 
web pages for the BMW group. Specifically, Wecode developed a template that was afterwards used 
worldwide in order to change and improve the visual identity of almost all websites belonging to the 
BMW group. Wecode has thus provided the opportunity of creating several web pages based on the 
same template. In the attached screenshots you can notice the website of BMW’s Dingolfing plant, which 
is one of the BMW plants that have benefited from this template.
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Wecode created the “GPS Tracking” software for PA&CO International. GPS Tracking is a custom-made 
GPS software conceived for tracking PA&CO’s fleet of vehicles. The company’s vehicles are used in civil 
and industrial engineering, transportation, and woodworking. Designed to perfectly adapt to the profile 
and needs of the company, the PA&CO GPS Tracking software operates by automatically generating 
roadmaps for all vehicles, preparing reports (including a top-10 list) on the kilometers travelled by each 
vehicle, allowing users to track several vehicles on a single map in real-time, and signaling when speeds 
higher than the maximum capacity of the vehicle are reached.
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The Smart Home application is a control interface for your house, by means of which you can manipulate 
the electricity, climate, louvers, and media of your home from anywhere in the world. The application that 
Wecode developed allows you to create, define, and save different profiles with specific configurations, 
according to your needs and preferences. The profiles then automatically self-activate according to 
predetermined schedules. No matter whether you are at work or in vacation in another part of the world, 
through a simple telephone, tablet, or PC connection to the Smart Home application, you can adjust the 
lighting, air conditioning, louvers or TV back home.
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Wecode proposes a viable restaurant administration and management solution based on the Linux 
operation system, which eliminates licensing costs and the troubles faced when using underperforming 
operating systems. The software is accessible from all around the world and it facilitates printing restaurant 
bills, sending orders to the kitchen automatically, transferring clients from one table to another, generating 
roadmaps for each of the vehicles used in home deliveries, generating reports on these roadmaps and on 
the value of the deliveries ordered the previous day, as well as sending the reports automatically to one 
or more email addresses. The restaurant administration and management solution proposed by Wecode 
has been successfully implemented for over a year by the restaurant Napoli Centrale in Cluj-Napoca.
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Wecode comes to the aid of companies with a clocking software that gathers all timesheets from the 
client’s locations and centralizes them, generating the following reports: employees’ attendance for 
the current day, access to timesheets according to specified timespans, management of leave and sick 
leave days, calculation of overtime hours, and creation of complete archives (including leaves) for each 
employee for an unlimited period. Centralizing timesheets on the server can be conducted on various 
locations, including worksites, as long as the location has electricity and GSM signal. The clocking 
solution proposed by Wecode is being successfully implemented by the company PA&CO International.
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Wecode comes to the aid of its customers not only by creating custom-made software fitted to their needs, 
but also by developing computer networks, building Linux servers used to stay in touch with collaborators, 
building Windows servers used for emails and domain controllers, and generating security policies. OVB 
Allfinanz Insurance Broker is one of the clients for which Wecode has developed: a Windows server, 
an IT system in line with international standards, networking, security policies in a domain controller, a 
Microsoft Exchange server for emails, anti-spam filters, and a collaborator file server for managing file 
transfer between the client and its collaborator without unnecessarily overloading the email system.
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